Michigan voters approved a proposition Tuesday raising the state drinking age from 19 to 21 and several college towns are already planning resolutions prior to the new law.

Proposition D, which was passed by a 57 percent majority, with 90 percent of the vote counted, raises the minimum age for purchasing and consuming liquor in Michigan from 19 to 21.

According to Rep. Harry Gasp's (R-Niles) office in the state capital in Lansing, the official tally as of yesterday was 1,421,238 in favor of the proposition with 1,082,454 opposed.

In Berrien County, which includes Niles, the vote was almost two to one in favor of the proposition.

The mayor of Ann Arbor, who spoke yesterday in favor of the resolution proposed in East Lansing, stating that he'd like to see the same thing in Ann Arbor, because he realizes that students are still going to drink no matter what the law is, added Barb Zahn, managing editor of the Michigan Daily, the student newspaper of Michigan.

"I hated to see the proposition pass. Young kids didn't abuse the right to drink at 18 one bit, and then to take the right away from them is a bad thing, considering they didn't abuse the right to drink in the first place," Heide commented.

"There is no logical reason for that resolution by the city council is approved. We are also going to urge the state legislature to pass a resolution similar to the one proposed in East Lansing," added Shanahan.
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News Briefs

World

China signs hotel pacts

HONG KONG - China has extended its modernization drive to the tourist industry, signing an estimated $500 million deal with Intercontinental Hotel Corp. to build and operate five or six first-class hotels with a total of 5,000 rooms. Officials of Intercontinental Hotels, a subsidiary of Pan American Airways, said the agreement was signed Monday in Peking after ten days of negotiation.

National

Steel industry backs Carter

WASHINGTON - The steel industry has promised to comply with President Jimmy Carter's wage-price standards, a leading Treasury official said yesterday. The steel industry's support is important to Carter's program because steel price hikes often set the pattern for auto price rises and other consumer increases.

Student achieves perfection

WALNUT COVE, N.C. - Ted Gentry is in something of a select group of high school students. The last time he took the Scholastic Achievement Test, he made 1600 - a perfect score. "It was something I'd been shooting for for a while," Gentry said of the SAT score. "The goal had been in the back of my mind. To be honest, I enjoy taking tests like that." He describes himself as "haphazard" about studying, but he adds: "I'm grade-oriented; I do like to see those big numbers." His plans today are to be a malpractice lawyer or work on legal appeals.

Weather

Partly cloudy and windy today and tomorrow. Highs both days in the mid and upper 60s. Fair tonight with lows in the mid 40s.

Board appoints new member

Sister M. Basil Anthony O'Flynn, chairman of the Board of Regents of Saint Mary's, has announced the appointment of South Bend businessman Jerry Hammes as a member of the Board.
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Happy Birthday

DAN CONZALEZ!!

On Campus Today

Friday, November 10, 1978

10:50 book sale, by the friends of the library, library concourse
11:45 colloquium, "computer animation and the geometry of surfaces in 3 and 4 spaces," by Prof. Thomas Banchoff, Brown U., 226 c.c.m.b.
1:30 mass and supper, at the bulla shed
7:45, 11:30 film, "the way we were," eng. aud.
8 pm play, "you're a good man, charlie brown", $1, Washington Hall
8 pm basketball, nd vs. Russian team, a.c.c.
Saturday, November 11, 1978
10 am soccer, nd vs. Tennessee
1:30 football, nd vs. Tennessee, home
8 pm play, "you're a good man, charlie brown", $1, Washington Hall
8 pm concert, "foreigner", a.c.c.
Sunday, November 12, 1978
1 pm meeting, cilo, library aud., and lounge
2 pm play, "you're a good man, charlie brown", $1, Washington Hall
2 pm mass, sponsored by the friends of the mentally retarded and I'archie, at moreau seminary
4:45, 10 pm film, collegiate seminar, eng. aud.
8 pm concert, notre dame choral-sacred heart church, sponsored by the music dept.
8 pm lecture, a lecture in humor-pat paulsen, comedian, sponsored by the SMC student government, o'laughter, 42.
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Member anonymously gives money for investments

by Mary Ann Whisel

Staff Reporter

In 1956, a member of the Advisory Council of the College of Business Administration anonymously gave $10,000 to a group of students now known as the Notre Dame Investment and Group. Today, that amount has grown to $25,103.

"The purpose of the donation was to give students the opportunity to invest real money in the stock market without risking their own money," said Robert Zimmer, associate professor of finance and advisor to the Investiv Group, explained.

For the past ten years, the Finance Club was in charge of the Investment Fund. For their analyses of the stocks, they were independent of the church, although Conway remains the group's advisor.

The Investment Fund, although open to all students, consists mostly of finance majors. Around 30 of the 50 group members are students in Conway's Investment course. For these students, participation in the Fund is required. The other members of the group are mostly Finance Club members.

Vicki Zimmer and Dave Scobee are currently serving as co-chairmen of the group. Zimmer explained that the Investment Fund was established to allow retarded children and recommendation of whether or not to purchase the stock. After that, Dave and I, along with the six committee chairman, decide which stocks we will purchase.

"Next January, all students who participated will receive the results of the decisions we made and why we made them," she added.

One group chairman, John Hoff, said his responsibilities as handling communications within his group, answering any questions, and handling problems with evaluations are selected in the major industries," Zimmer said.

As student coordinators, Scobee and Zimmer are responsible for organizing the members into six groups—each led by a chairman and vice-chairman.

"We assign the stocks to be researched by each group," Zimmer said. "We instruct the groups on the different research methods, assign the due dates, and listen to each person's oral report and recommendation of whether or not to purchase the stock. After that, Dave and I, along with the six committee chairman, decide which stocks we will purchase."

"I am researching Tiger International stock. I am going to recommend that we do not buy any. Based on the objectives of the Investment Fund, it is too risky because of a high operating leverage due to its capital intensity," Hoff said.

John Heuvelman, another group chairman, views his job as one of coordinating the group's members in their analyses of the stocks.

"The stocks must be growth stocks with a fairly predictable behavior so that we don't risk any capital gains losses since the stock market," Heuvelman stated.

The group members are to coordinate their analyses of the stocks and try to purchase the stock. After that, Dave and I, along with the six committee chairman, decide which stocks we will purchase."
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Town remembers Rockwell

STOCKBRIDGE, Mass. [AP] — Townspeople who posed for artist Norman Rockwell said yesterday in their drawing of Americans that he was an unassuming, kindly man.

The people of this western Massachusetts town of 2,228 awoke yesterday to learn that their friend and neighbor had died late Wednesday night, as he was about to begin his weekend painting of the Berkshire Mountains.

"I'm very sad," said Marty Salvador, a 72-year-old insurance agent. Salvador had posed for Rockwell while in grammar school and later as a college student for a 1966 Peace Corps illustration that appeared in Look magazine.

"He was a lot of fun... He made you try to understand what he was trying to paint... He was more or less an adopted son. The town treasured him like a jewel," Salvador said.

In Arlington, Va., where Rockwell lived for 14 years before moving to Stockbridge, residents paused in their chores to recall the artist. His worldwide fame as an illustrator of small-town Americana paid off in the Saturday Evening Post.

"I'm very sad," said Marty Salvador, a 72-year-old insurance agent. Salvador had posed for Rockwell while in grammar school and later as a college student for a 1966 Peace Corps illustration that appeared in Look magazine.

"He was a lot of fun... He made you try to understand what he was trying to paint... He was more or less an adopted son. The town treasured him like a jewel," Salvador said.

"He was a lot of fun... He made you try to understand what he was trying to paint... He was more or less an adopted son. The town treasured him like a jewel," Salvador said.

"He was a lot of fun... He made you try to understand what he was trying to paint... He was more or less an adopted son. The town treasured him like a jewel," Salvador said.
SU Record Store's fate remains undecided

(continued from page 1)

coids to stay in operation, he observed that "students can run certain (money-making) things as long as it is approved through here." Molitor said yesterday that no reason for the order was given in the letter. But he said he was called into Benesh's office prior to receiving the letter. According to Molitor, "he (Benesh) indicated to me (during the conference) that it had something to do with interfering in Bookstore profits."

Van Wolvlear did not say whether the profits of the bookstore would be at issue next week when a decision is made on the Student Union proposal. "I haven't talked to (Bookstore Manager) Br. Conan (Moran) yet. I haven't broached it with him yet," he explained.

Van Wolvlear said he was ambivalent about the proposal. "It is in his (Roche's) hands right now. He first of all has to speak to Jack Schneider," Van Wolvlear said. Schneider, a former president of CBS television, is chairman of the Student Activities Committee of the University Board of Trustees. "I haven't been able to get hold of him (Schneider) yet," Roche said yesterday afternoon, "but I really don't think a good case has been made against this thing yet. If they can give me a good reason why they don't want it, I'm willing to say 'OK' and drop it. But no one has been able to do that yet." "We are not starting out as the biggest record store this side of New York City," Roche continued. "We are going to start out small and build it." Roche said that plans for the record store have proceeded, despite the lack of approval from the administration. "We've already set aside $10,000 for an operating budget and hope to build from there. We have the money, we have the room, we have potential distributors, we have the people who are willing to work on it and we have the interest. Now all we need is the permission," he explained.

Roche said that a student-run record business could cover expenses and still run a slight profit for reinvestment with a retail album price of $4.99. He said that plans for a record co-op were started last year in order to gived students "more selection and, a better price than the bookstore." "Prices at the bookstore are not as outrageous as people think," citing prices at Scottsdale Mall which are comparable. He also observed that, while bookstore prices are below the manufacturers list price, the list price is "definitely higher than what they expect it to sell for in a retail store." 

PBS's 'The Fight for Food' to focus on world hunger

"The Fight for Food," a series of programs to be shown nationwide on the Public Broadcasting System, is scheduled for next week, beginning Sunday evening. The series focuses on the problem of world hunger and explores a number of promising strategies for increasing food production, improving distribution of available food, alleviating food shortages, and promoting development. Topics include scientific research and technology, trade and aid, agribusiness, food security, and feeding the poor.

In the South Bend area, the programs will appear on Channel 34 (PBS). The schedule is as follows, with all times according to Eastern Standard Time:

Sunday, Nov. 12 - "The Fight for Food, Part I" (8 p.m.)
Monday, Nov. 13 - "The Fight for Food, Part II" (8 p.m.)
Tuesday, Nov. 14 - Film - "Distant Thunder" (9 p.m.)
Thursday, Nov. 16 - Food Issues Forum (9 p.m.)

Visit our Book Department!

Great for Christmas gifts

Children's Books New Boxed Sets

Wide Variety of Beautiful 1979 Gift Calendars

Hardbound and Paperback Best Sellers

This Season's selection of Current Books

the hammes
note dame book store
The Value Of The Total System Is What To Look For

If you're looking for a new stereo system for under $500.00, don't make the mistake of spending too much or too little on one part of the system. Try to match the power of the receiver to the speakers; plus we feel it's better to include a single-play auto-return turntable, rather than a record changer. The single play table will treat your records better and, in most cases, allow you to choose a better phono cartridge. And don't overlook the value of a good cartridge; it's the source of everything you'll hear on your records. We recommend getting as good a one as you can afford; it will be well worth it. Now, listen to all the components together to see if it's the right system for you.

Careful Listening Produces A Perfect Match

If you want to save some time selecting your system, we have what we think is an absolutely super stereo system for $488.00. We spend hours comparing and listening to these JVC components before assembling them as a complete system. We think it more than satisfies the guidelines you should look for in this price range. You'll get a powerful JVC JRS 61 AM/FM stereo receiver (18 watts per channel, 20 to 20 Hz at 0.5% THD), plus two computer designed, highly-efficient JVC SK500 speakers, and an outstanding JVC JLA 20 single-play auto-return turntable, complete with an audiophile quality Grado 11E phono cartridge. Please come in to listen to it; compare it, if you like; we think you'll find it's an incredible stereo system at a price you can afford. Please, hear it today!

*Total cash price (including sales tax) $507.52. Total down payment $27.52, total deferred payment price $605.52. Annual percentage rate 18.16%, 24 monthly payments of $24.00 each.
Beaux Arts Ball ‘gets small’

by Karen Gerhart

"Let's Get Small!" is the theme for tonight’s Beaux Arts Ball which will begin at 9 p.m. in the Architecture Building.

The annual masquerade party, sponsored by the architecture department, was originally set at Notre Dame but a colleges of architecture throughout the country.

The Beaux Arts Ball developed as a result of academic pressure at the Ecole Des Beaux Arts de Paris. The academy was founded in 1648 under the reign of Louis XIV and combined schools of painting, sculpture and architecture.

The Ball was designed to teach and propagate art rather than promote talent and reputations. Students learned by a system of apprenticeship in an intensely competitive atmosphere.

The Beaux Arts Ball began as a celebration following the most difficult design problem of the term— the Concours Rougevin. For this project, the students were confined for a week in a large room with tiny alcoves.

A professor from the academy described the ensuing madness upon completion of the project: "Let's Get Small!"

Carter sides with Egypt in dispute

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Jimmy Carter, coming down on Egypt's side of a dispute with Israel, agreed today to a cease-fire and a peace treaty between the two countries should be linked directly to future negotiations for an overall Mideast settlement.

But Carter, speaking at a news conference in Kansas City, Mo., stressed that the ultimate decision is up to Egypt and Israel.

Israeli negotiators on Wednesday told Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance they want the link, in the treaty's preamble, deleted. But Carter said present-language struck him as "adequate."

The dispute has snagged progress toward completing the negotiations and wrapping up the agreement. Vance planned to meet later in the day with top Egyptian negotiators.

Carter said there had never been any doubt in the mind of himself, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat that a principal objective of the peace process is a comprehensive settlement.

Egypt and Israel, the president said, agreed at Camp David in September to deal with "a solution" for the West Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip as well as peace between them.

Present-language in the proposed treaty, he said, serves to carry out that commitment.

Carter quickly added, however, that he was not "trying to impose my will" on the two sides.

Meanwhile, George Shremas, spokesman for the peace talks, said the negotiators intended to "press ahead."

There have been reports from Egypt that Sadat was considering a suspension. Egypt’s Acting Foreign Minister Boutros Ghaith and his deputy, Osama Al-Baz, were understood to be carrying instructions from Sadat that the treaty-nearing completion must state clearly that the immediate, next goal is an overall Mideast settlement.

Israel is committed to dealing with the Palestinian issue in the next round of negotiations. But Defense Minister Ezer Weizman, newly returned from Jerusalem, and Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan informed Vance on Wednesday that hardliners in their government want to delete a treaty provision linking the two sets of negotiations.

Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat that a principal objective of the peace process is a comprehensive settlement.

Egypt and Israel, the president said, agreed at Camp David in September to deal with "a solution" for the West Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip as well as peace between them.
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There have been reports from Egypt that Sadat was considering a suspension. Egypt’s Acting Foreign Minister Boutros Ghaith and his deputy, Osama Al-Baz, were understood to be carrying instructions from Sadat that the treaty-nearing completion must state clearly that the immediate, next goal is an overall Mideast settlement.

Israel is committed to dealing with the Palestinian issue in the next round of negotiations. But Defense Minister Ezer Weizman, newly returned from Jerusalem, and Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan informed Vance on Wednesday that hardliners in their government want to delete a treaty provision linking the two sets of negotiations.

'One Earth' to sell goods

The International Student Organization will sponsor One Earth Market, a sale of goods from around the world, next Monday through Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the La Fortune Rathskellar.

The event will introduce Notre Dame and Mary's student to the crafts from foreign students' countries.

The sale features nativity sets from Bethlehem, jewelry from Greece, Spain, Italy and Morocco, clothes from South America, and handmade Christmas ornaments.

WHY START TO LOSE WEIGHT...

"Most diets take away food but not hunger. Today's Weight Watchers® Program has a better and more satisfying way to lose weight."

We've developed a nutritionally-balanced plan that lets you eat cheeseburgers, potatoes, tortillas, bagels, ham and egg and more—all within limits—and still learn to lose weight.

The Weight Watchers Program is created and supervised by our world-renowned Medical Director and expert nutritionist.

We have over six million hours of classroom experience worldwide and thousands of trained lecturers to help you practice what we teach.

For a diet that's not from hunger, join a convenient Weight Watchers meeting today.
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MINORITY FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN MANAGEMENT

You are invited to discuss opportunities for graduate study in management at the ten above-listed universities with Mr. John Brown, a representative of COGME on Monday, November 13, from 9:00 AM until 4:30 PM AT THE Placement Bureau, in the Administration Building.

For further information, please contact the Placement Office.

WHEN YOU CAN EAT TO LOSE WEIGHT...

Losing weight never tasted so good. Weight Watchers. The Authority.

1-800-334-6646
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Ahh, the care package from home.

Now comes Miller time.
Opinion
In Response to Plain Talk

The Observer is an independent newspaper serving the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College, 1978.

To Have or Have Not

The biggest problem is that of the energy crisis and the need for new sources of power. This is a problem that affects everyone and we must all work together to find a solution. We cannot afford to be complacent and must take action now.

The world is changing and we must adapt to these changes. The energy crisis is a symptom of a larger problem and we must address it head-on. We must be innovative and think outside the box to find solutions.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the environment. We cannot afford to be wasteful and must use resources wisely. We must also consider the impact of our actions on future generations.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the economy. We must ensure that our actions are sustainable and will not harm the economy. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the jobs and industries that depend on energy.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the political landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of democracy. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the political landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the social landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of equity. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the social landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the cultural landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of culture. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the cultural landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the spiritual landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of spirituality. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the spiritual landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the physical landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of nature. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the physical landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the intellectual landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of knowledge. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the intellectual landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the emotional landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of emotion. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the emotional landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the financial landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of finance. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the financial landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the technological landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of technology. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the technological landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the educational landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of education. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the educational landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the health landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of health. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the health landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the safety landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of safety. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the safety landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the security landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of security. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the security landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the political landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of politics. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the political landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the legal landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of law. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the legal landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the cultural landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of culture. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the cultural landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the spiritual landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of spirituality. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the spiritual landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the physical landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of nature. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the physical landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the intellectual landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of knowledge. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the intellectual landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the emotional landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of emotion. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the emotional landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the financial landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of finance. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the financial landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the technological landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of technology. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the technological landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the educational landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of education. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the educational landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the health landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of health. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the health landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the safety landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of safety. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the safety landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the security landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of security. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the security landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the political landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of politics. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the political landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the legal landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of law. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the legal landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the cultural landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of culture. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the cultural landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the spiritual landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of spirituality. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the spiritual landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the physical landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of nature. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the physical landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the intellectual landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of knowledge. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the intellectual landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the emotional landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of emotion. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the emotional landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the financial landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of finance. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the financial landscape.

We must also consider the impact of our actions on the technological landscape. We must ensure that our actions are in line with the principles and values of technology. We must also consider the impact of our actions on the technological landscape.
Off campus Lectures

Timothy Leary: November 13, 7-10 p.m. Washington Hall. "From Inner Space to Outer Space: The Creation of the Future." 


Paul J. Bynner: November 16, 4:30 p.m. Engineering Auditorium. "What is an artist?"

Vegetable Buddies: This week—November 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22. Join vegetable people in the University Union.

The Woman in White or Sealed In: November 11, 8 p.m. Schuyler Auditorium. "The Woman in White or Sealed In: An Appreciation of Nineteenth Century Feminism." 

Drawings by: November 11, 8 p.m. Engineering Auditorium. "Drawings by: The Woman in White or Sealed In: An Appreciation of Nineteenth Century Feminism."
The Irish Extra

Major's makes third trip to Notre Dame

by Craig Cheval

Sports Writer

Some men take great pleasure in rebuilding old automobiles, others enjoy restoring houses that need a face-lift. Johnny Majors has a lot in common with these kinds of men. Only instead of tinkering with cars or pounding away at walls, he reconstructs college football teams.

After highly successful tenures at Iowa State and Pitt, Majors is back at his alma mater, the University of Pittsburgh. Macho, the team's former mascot, used to do the same thing as a coach that he did as an All-America linebacker—return the Vols to the nation's elite. In his first season back at Tennessee, Majors coached the Volunteers to a 4-7 record. Going into tomorrow's game with the Irish, Tennessee is 2-4-1, but a win over Notre Dame may be just what the doctor ordered for the Vols' rebuilding program.

Majors is well aware of the importance of his squad's trip to South Bend. "This game matches two teams with great football traditions," says Majors. "As far as this being a factor in the game, I think both teams should play with pride."

"I have taken two teams to South Bend to play Notre Dame. This Notre Dame team has a lot of ability and the Irish always play with enthusiasm and intensity before their home crowd. It should be a thrill for any young man to go there and play against them."

"If there is anything that the Vols are long on, it is young men. In the eyes of many football experts, Tennessee had the finest recruiting year in the nation. The emotional factor of playing at Notre Dame may be just what several of Majors' young stars need to begin to realize their potential.

And Notre Dame fans certainly remember the second of the two trips to South Bend that Majors mentions. Little over two years ago, Majors brought his Pitt Panthers to South Bend, seeking a national championship. To dramatize the contest, Majors coined the phrase, "The game of the century." The Vols led 10-0 at the half and were well on their way to their third consecutive undefeated season. But in December, 1976, the Vols had a coaching change at the last minute. Majors was forced to switch from Iowa to Pitt. Will Pitt go to South Bend this year and win? Maybe, Majors' third trip to South Bend also may turn into a major score for Majors and the Volunteers.

The Tennessee offensive unit, which has averaged only 26 yards per catch which has opened up the short passing game for Joe Montana, will be geared to go in the pro draft with Colic tabbed as a first round prospect. An injury to Bobby Heimsch has hampered his effectiveness in the passing game. He has been a pressure player. He has made his mark as a comeback player capable of amazing hot streaks. Montana started the season off feeling the pressure of defending the national title and his statistics bore this out. The Mongahela Minuteman has played more consistently than Dan Devine's line this year. But in December, 1976, the Vols had a coaching change at the last minute. Majors was forced to switch from Iowa to Pitt. Will Pitt go to South Bend this year and win? Maybe, Majors' third trip to South Bend also may turn into a major score for Majors and the Volunteers.
Irish entertain Vols in last home game

by Tony Pace
Editor-in-Chief

The Tennessee Volunteers, coming off a 48-0 whitewashing of Duke, come to Notre Dame Stadium this Saturday to wind up the home football schedule. This will be the first meeting ever between these two schools.

Although Tennessee's record is a meager 2-4-1, the Vols have given UCLA and Alabama, two teams rated in the Top Ten, close games. Tennessee is in its second year of a rebuilding program under the direction of Coach Johnny Majors. Majors, who successfully turned around floundering programs at Iowa State and Pittsburgh, was 4-7 in his first year coaching at his alma mater.

The player who has guided the Vols' offensive fortunes is junior quarterback Jimmy Streater. The 6-foot, 160-pound junior is a better runner than passer, though he has improved both facets of his game during the season. Majors praised Streater's performance against Duke, saying, "He had his best game against Duke. Streater, however, has a sprained thumb and is listed as questionable for the game. Should he be unable to perform, his spot will be taken by senior David Rudder. Rudder is more of a passing threat. He had completed 65 percent of his tosses prior to the Duke game."

An injury also clouds the running back situation. Freshman James Berry has been the starting tailback but he is listed as doubtful because of a shoulder problem. Berry is one of Majors' prize crops of freshmen, a crop regarded to be the best in the country. If Berry can't play, his place will be taken by sophomore Kelsey Finch, who has seen plenty of action in his three varsity years. The other Vols running back is sophomore Hubert Suggs.

When Tennessee puts the ball in the air, the man they will look to most often is a doubtful because of a shoulder problem. Berry is one of Majors' prize crops of freshmen, a crop regarded to be the best in the country. If Berry can't play, his place will be taken by sophomore Kelsey Finch, who has seen plenty of action in his three varsity years. The other Vols running back is sophomore Hubert Suggs.

When Tennessee puts the ball in the air, the man they will look to most often is sophomore Jamies Beny. Freshman James Berry has been the starting tailback but he is listed as doubtful because of a shoulder problem. Berry is one of Majors' prize crops of freshmen, a crop regarded to be the best in the country. If Berry can't play, his place will be taken by sophomore Kelsey Finch, who has seen plenty of action in his three varsity years. The other Vols running back is sophomore Hubert Suggs.
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North Carolina at Clemson: The Tar Heels have had a very disappointing season and while Clemson has only lost one game, they have not gotten any national attention. The Tigers' defense did roll up 51 points against lowly Wake Forest while the Tar Heels were losing to Richmond. Clemson needs this one to keep bowl hopes alive and should have little trouble as they win by 14. Severino picks the Tigers by 11.

Georgia at Florida: While everyone watches Alabama, Georgia gets closer to slipping in the SEC's back door. Well, they better keep their eyes open this week because the Gators are not slouch and have faced a tough schedule to date. This is an upset possibility with the game being played in Florida but at the same time it means much to the Bulldogs. Expect a slow start but Georgia will recover to claim a 4-point win. Severino goes with Florida by 2.

Georgia Tech at Air Force: With the ND-GT match only once a week, it will be interesting to see how the opposition does with a common opponent. Like Notre Dame, after two opening season losses the Yellowjackets have won six in a row. They have had two weeks to prepare for this game which is more than enough to beat Air Force. The only catch is that Georgia Tech wants to beat Notre Dame so bad, they may be looking a wee bit ahead. Still won't matter as they grab a 10-point spread and a 20-point victory. Severino agrees.

Michigan at Northwestern: With so many games going on at one time, they sure could save an embarrassing record. Talk about embarrassment, the Wildcat players will be crucified in front of their own friends. Perhaps 80 will have mercy but don't bet on it because he is hungry for that Rose Bowl bid and is in no position to be putting punches now. Michigan will win by 50. Severino likes the Wolverines by 43.

Navy at Syracuse: There is a theory that says that after a team loses a big game they will not travel the next week to play an formidable opponent, then an upset is in the making. Pitt and Arkansas went into Lubbock and with Pitt winning the bowl bid is gone which takes a little bit of the mud off their sails. However, Navy almost handed Pitt their third loss in a row and won this time as Navy could win with this upset point. Loss point. Severino picks the Middies by 5.

North Carolina St. at Penn St.: If this game was at Williams Stadium, an upset would look very ripe. Paterno's boys have to be relaxing after their trouncing of unbeaten Maryland. But they are too close to their first national championship and have the home crowd behind them to get them up so the ACC loses another non-conference battle by 14. Severino likes that line.

Princeton at Yale: It's been a rough year for Yale as they have fallen from power in the Ivy League. Lack of an offense has been the main cause although they did put 42 points on the board against Cornell last week. Princeton has been plagued by a vulnerable defense but has yet to show the kind of consistent play that they've shown to date. Princeton is in no position to be pulling punches and for that reason alone I'll look to Yale to beat the spread and the Tigers by 10.

Severino calls for the Bills by 2 TDs.

Washington at USC: Both teams are 5-1 in conference but the Trojans have been too inconsistent to bet on. They are four in a row to lose to Alabama but haven't won the big games. Southern Cal can't afford to lose and when that's the case they rarely do. With UCLA, the division leader, and Notre Dame coming up in the next two weeks, the Trojans have their work cut out for them. They have to take the first step and that's against the SWC champ. Somehow Houston lost of letdown. The bowl scouts should see a great game between these two and a USC upset would look very ripe. The Trojans are too close to their first national championship and have the home field advantage but the Sooners have more depth and talent. The key may be turnovers as Barry Switzer's team has been able to avoid them so far. I expect that trend to continue as Oklahoma breaks to a 14 point spread. Severino calls the Sooners by 13.

Tennessee at Notre Dame: Johnny Majors has been having a disappointing year but did manage his second victory of the season last week, a 34-10 trouncing of Vanderbilt. Although it showed the club is too young to put a scare into any of the chores of the SEC, Still, one must always respect Majors' coaching ability and that alone could cause an upset. The Volunteers will be playing their fifth game this season and Majors' team should begin to dominate. Every game is important for ND in the bowl picture so there is no reason for any kind of letdown. The bowl scouts should see a big game as the offensive wiz of Tennessee will battle a big game (hopefully for two halves this time) I MAY BE WRONG BUT I'LL PICK THE IRISH BY 20.
The Observer, November 10, 1978

The Irish Extra

USC's White tops list of Heisman candidates

by Lou Severino

Sports Writer

The Heisman Trophy is annually awarded to "the outstanding college football player in America." However, this prestigious trophy has a set of qualifications which involve many other factors in addition to individual excellence on the playing field. A serious Heisman candidate must 1) play an effective starter position as 1 of 41 winners have played quarterback or running back; 2) compete at a major school; 3) receive national media exposure (especially television) and 4) play for a nationally ranked team (although on some occasions this has been overlooked). Also the award is usually presented to a senior. It is this last factor which makes handicapping this year's Heisman race even more difficult than usual. For although there are several players who possess the four qualities listed above, the two with the most impressive performances are both juniors, running backs Charlie McClendon of USC and Billy Sims of Oklahoma.

Keeping in mind the fact that there are still 3 weeks left in the college season, here are some factors which may be enough to win three races for the Heisman:

1) Charles White USC: This 5-11, 183 pound speedster has an excellent chance at becoming the first underclassman to win the Heisman since Archie Griffin in 1974. White publicity wise and his performance past O.J. Simpson and into 3rd place among Trojan career rushers. Playing his last 3 weeks well will ensure Charlie White's accomplishments this season and other pluses and minuses in their quest for the Heisman.

2) Billy Sims Oklahoma: White's stiffest opposition may come from this Oklahoma star who has burst into the spotlight at Oklahoma this year after being plagued by injuries in his first two collegiate seasons. Sims has paced the Sooners offense with 1397 yards rushing and an amazing 8.0 average per carry. Last week the explosive 21 pounder enjoyed his third straight 200-yard game, helping to finish off the Buffaloes with 221 yards including a 59-yard touchdown run. Sims' rushing average for the year was bolstered by his ability to break the big gainer which he has done on several occasions this year. Oklahoma Oklahoma Coach Barry Switzer has not hurt his star runner's Heisman chances either as shown by his postgame comments last week. According to Switzer, "Our prime objective was to get Billy his 200 yards." The Sooners were successful last week, but it may not be enough for Sims to win three races for the Heisman.

3) Chuck Fusina Penn State: Fusina has played well, if not spectacularly for Coach Joe Paterno, leading the Nittany Lions to an offensive output of 33.2 points per game. More importantly the senior signal caller has led Penn State to victory in two national television contests (over Ohio State and Maryland). In last week's victory over the Terrapins, Fusina completed 15 of 29 passes including one TD toss and also ran for another touchdown. Fusina's chances are hurt by the Michigan emphasis on the running game. The Wolverine quarter­

4) Charles Alexander LSU: Coach Joe Paterno, leading the Nittany Lions to an offensive output of 33.2 points per game. More importantly the senior signal caller has led Penn State to victory in two national television contests (over Ohio State and Maryland). In last week's victory over the Terrapins, Fusina completed 15 of 29 passes including one TD toss and also ran for another touchdown. Fusina's chances are hurt by the Michigan emphasis on the running game. The Wolverine quarter­

5) Mark Herrmann Purdue: Herrmann's star running back has been hampered by a pulled muscle for a large part of the 1978 season. Despite this, Herrmann has managed 5, 100-yard rushing games and has pushed his career totals over the 4,000-yard mark. Last week in his first TV game, the senior running back rushed for 147 yards and two touchdowns in leading the Tigers to a 34-21 win over the Terrapins. This week Alexander has another TV spot lined up as LSU meets Alabama. The 6-2, 214-pounder needs another outstanding performance to move up in the Heisman balloting.

6) Charlie McClendon USC: McClendon's star runner has enjoyed another fine season and moved over the 1200-yard mark. However, a chance at becoming the #3 runner with the 1978 Heisman will be another year or two short of serious consideration. McClendon was hampered by a pulled muscle but he should win an award for the best nickname in college football. The "Throwing Samoan" has completed 64% of his passes, 19 of which have gone for touchdowns. He has also set a conference record for completions in a season. Despite his impressive individual performance, the Cardinal fans may finish with a losing record. That, along with his relative obscurity before this year, are the factors which would seem to prevent him from finishing near the top of the Heisman balloting.

Mark Herrmann Purdue: The sophomore Herreman is the youngest of the Heisman Candidates, this 5-10 175 pounder from Carmel, Indiana, has enjoyed another fine season and moved into the 87 spot in career passing yardage in the Big 10, having thrown for 1,775 yards in less than two full seasons. However, the Purdue defense has been receiving more plaudits lately, almost to the point of overshadowing Herreman. Anyway, Herreman may be another year or two short of serious consideration.

Rich Leach Michigan: Leach is finishing a four term as the Wolverine quarterback back. Although Leach has led Michigan to fine seasons he has really not received much national attention. This is probably due to the Michigan emphasis on running and also Leach's quiet manner to pass the ball. Nonetheless he is still one of the top 15 candidates.

Wille McLeod Georgia: This 6-2, 207 pound tailback is the least known player in the Heisman race. Although he played only one game last year, McLeod has gained over 100 yards in every game this season for the surprising Bulldogs. He's a slashing running who has totalled 1,115 yards on the year, but will probably be overlooked in the actual voting.

Joe Montana Notre Dame: After somewhat of a slow start Montana has played well in recent weeks for the Fighting Irish. Joe has completed 96 of 175 passes for 1,138 yards and 6 touchdowns. But he has not had the "big games" like several of the other Heisman hopefuls. An outstanding performance against Tennessee tomorrow could boost his stock in the Heisman race.

Jeff Rutledge Alabama: Here is another quarterback who is really not turned in the big effort needed. Although Alabama has bounced back after the loss to USC, Rutledge has been a disappointment for Coach Bear Bryant. He is also hurt by the Tide's emphasis on the running game.

Ed Smith Michigan State: The Spartan field general would be near the top of the Heisman race if Michigan State had not been on probation during his years at East Lansing. Ed Smith has averaged over an average of 200 yards per game and 24 touchdowns in his 2 years. But, without television coverage or the chance for a bowl bid, Smith's chances for the Heisman are slim.

Jack Thompson Washington State: Thompson may not win the Heisman, but he should get an award for the best nickname in college football. "Throwing Samoan" has thrown for more passes than any other quarterback in Pac-10 history, 513, and has played well again this season with 127 of 255 for 1,712 yards and 12 touchdowns. His main handicap at Washington State has been the poor record compiled by the Cougars in his four years.
Charlie Brown Opens

Herb Juliano, phone in hand, sits at his desk. The Department of Special Collections in the Hesburgh Library sprawls across a wall and shelves of his small, almost hidden office. A table, crowded with varieties of paintings, photos and memorabilia, sits in front of his desk. Heritage's gold ball, still in its original wrapper, a photo surrounded by autographs of Notre Dame heroes, and a large portrait of Rockne with his head tilted to the side, are the pieces from the course, and an orange baseball from Oakland A's owner Charlie O. Finley. A large collection of books is arranged on the floor behind Herbert's office in Berlin (including Jesse Owens') and Anthony Armstrong Jones' collection, which is generally held to be, if not the best, the most complete in the world.

"As you know, the 1978 World Series was the 55th anniversary of the event," Juliano explains. "If you could provide us with a program cover..."

In past weeks others have also visited. "This is Barbara Striesand's secretary calling" and "This is Sandra's manager..."

"Sound like an exciting job?" Herb thinks so. Juliano is Curator/Researcher of the Notre Dame International Sports and Games Research Collection (INSport) which is generally held to be, if not the largest, the most comprehensive collection of sport-related research in the world. The collection was established at Notre Dame in 1984 with the basic concept to provide resources for the serious, scholarly study of sport-related material. Historical and statistical background, and fact are data of the INSport library.

After a tour of the immense collection housed in the basement of the Memorial Library, it is easy to understand why. "We strive to be comprehensive and unlimited in scope," says Juliano. "We've always tried to acquire material around the more traditional sports. We're interested in many sport, any game, any competition and any subject that makes what this collection unique."

"We're interested in all aspects, all sports, the essence that gets refined in an individual," Juliano continues. "As far as I can spell, yes, all of these. And over 300,000 items. Our shelves of the INSport library, which is now housed in the Olympic and Boxing sections of the collection for them are among the finest in the world..." Juliano is quick to point out that Notre Dame's INSport library at a minimum of 100,000, is one of the largest any university sports library from among the scores of academic institutions and world-class Olympic study and research centers. As yet, the U.S. Olympic Committee has not reached a decision, however, Juliano feels that INSport is the top contender for the honor. "In the United States of America, a major sports resource at INSport and the helpfulness of Herb Juliano and the INSport staff..." In addition to assisting researchers at INSport, Herb Juliano "I am mainly interested in the domain of international sports and games has already been quite adequately successful" with hundreds of organizations, institutions, and individuals.

The INSport Newsletter is distributed to 450 foreign and domestic organizations such as the U.S. State Department, the three major T.V. networks, and F.A.S.C. - a proposed world television administration in Washington, D.C.

"We've already had to refine what we are doing here and what we can offer," explains Herb.

Herb receives mail daily from foreign sports clubs which donate material on their particular sport or game. At the time of this writing, the Royal Colossaloon Curling Club of the United Kingdom is donating to the INSport collection. The next shipment of research material on curling, a sport native to Scotland, will arrive within the next two weeks.

Approximately three-fourths of the material added is to be retained in its original form, in fact. The rest is purchased, which Juliano laments, is a full time job: "There are so many new books and magazines, I can barely keep up with them myself. The bibliography's very difficult. We add new material you ask about every day to our collection."

Two recent donations to INSport were gifts from the University of Detroit and John Evers Jr. Last March, Detroit gave the sports library a cartoon collection of sports personality. The collection includes 35 cartoon books and notebooks of various material that could be used in the collection, Herb Juliano has been quick to point out. The collection, valued at $10,000 and comprising a total of 987 items, included rare scrapbooks, old cartoons, and monographs.

John Evers Jr., whose father was the Hall of Fame, and the middle man in the famous Evers Collection of baseball memorabilia, donated a valuable collection of baseball material.

By far the most significant acquisition to INSport was the purchase three years ago of the Goldfaden collection of Los Angeles for approximately $100,000. The purchase of this collection of over a million sports books and game programs changed the dimensions of INSport considerably. "The acquisition placed INSport in a different ball park," Juliano points out. "The material which weighed 50 tons was delivered to the Notre Dame campus in 30 four-wheel, trailer trucks and required nearly two years to fully complete the unpacking, sorting, and reorganization," recalls Juliano.

As the International Sports and Games Research Collection is added to daily, Herb Juliano says there is a need to outgrow its present location in the basement of the Memorial Library. Juliano's search for a new home for INSport will continue.

"A new site for the collection isn't going to just pop up over night, unless somebody were to come forward and donate a million dollars," sighs Juliano.

"In any case, with the steady stream of researchers to INSport and the daily collection of material to the collection, Herb Juliano finds little time to worry whether another home ever will."

Pat O'Lear
It's strange—but I—that of the four seasons Winter seems to have a copyright (I won't say "trade-mark") on it; wonderful in a wondrous world. Why is this? Ja nae adds—Do I know. I can't figure it out—it 'beats me'! I was trying to figure it out the other day—as I sat beside Moses, on one Autumn’s ‘very most finest’ days. Moses seemed to be in a state of ecstasy. He was thinking about the Law—and trying to figure out something about it. He seemed to be completely impervious to Autumn. Lawyers are like that sometimes.

You would have thought that Keats’s ‘To Autumn’ would have gotten through to all of us here on earth—or certainly to its creator in his celestial abode! Why? I remember memorizing this poem when I was scarcely more than a littleurchin (or, if you prefer, raggamuffin)—and then, in late High School dianoese poems)—when I was scarcely more than a little bigger urchin (or: raggamuffin). ‘To curious how this poem has stayed with me—ever since I read you on it! Yes, the best things in life are free...Let us, then, see and hear how this poem again—what an inexhaustible well of insight, of spiritual depth-chargés!, ‘What happens, in the case of operations on the world for instance in temporal existence, but comes forever in the existence of souls and of thought?’. See this ‘bird’ Frost ‘October’ in his poem October:

O hushed October morning mild, Thy leaves have ripened to the fall—
To-morrow’s wind is like to tear them all.

The stars hide themselves in the cloud—and all the lights of Heaven are dimmed.

O hushed October morning mild, How soon even the bird of the air
Lists on the Parmelia that beauty should expire.

My heart rears wings bold and bolder
To bend with apples the moss'd cottage-trees.

Thou watches! the last posings, hours by hours.

Thus sang the jolly Autumn as he sat;
Of fruit; and Joy, with pinions light, roves round
Thy hair soft-lined by the winnowing wind;
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves run;
The heart rears wings bold and bolder
To bend with apples the moss'd cottage-trees.

And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe,
That all the world may hear of autumn's men;
And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe,
That all the world may hear of autumn's men;

Thus sang the jolly Autumn as he sat;
Of fruit; and Joy, with pinions light, roves round
Thy hair soft-lined by the winnowing wind;
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves run;

And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe,
That all the world may hear of autumn's men;

Thus sang the jolly Autumn as he sat;
Of fruit; and Joy, with pinions light, roves round
Thy hair soft-lined by the winnowing wind;
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves run;

And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe,
That all the world may hear of autumn's men;

And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe,
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Espionage trial reveals
CIA relies on honor code

HAMMOND Ind. [AP] - A CIA official testified yesterday in the espionage trial of William Kampiles that agency employees were on an honor system to protect the security of classified material kept in CIA headquarters.

Kevin Donoghue, deputy chief of the agency's technical services group, added that the problem of documents being removed from CIA grounds became serious enough to prompt CIA Director Stanfield Turner earlier this year to issue a written memorandum ordering the practice stopped.

Under persistent cross-examina­tion by defense attorney Michael Monico, Donoghue conceded it was possible that someone else took the top-secret manual Kampiles is accused of selling to Soviet agents.

or destroyed it without proper author­ization. Donoghue said he destroyed one of three copies of the manual on a witness stand but made no record of doing so.

"Once you go through a back­room investigation on an individu­al, and he has passed the test set up by the agency and has been brought on board and given a job to do, the system is based on trust, and there is no way you can guarantee that something like that won't happen," Donoghue said.

Kampiles is on trial in U.S. District Court here on espionage charges stemming from the alleged theft of a technical manual on the KH-9, a sophisti­cated space satellite used to moni­tor troop movements and missile installations in the Soviet Union.

Donoghue, a former chief of the imagery watch office, said he took one of his three copies of the manual to the seventh-floor office where Kampiles worked as a watch office in the spring of 1977. He said he kept one copy for training purposes and destroyed a third, although the destruction was not supervised or witnessed by the two required individuals.

Donoghue also admitted that despite CIA policy, he didn't complete a pre-printed form to report destruction of the manual.

About a year later, Donoghue was told to find the three copies of the manual, and when he looked for one in the file cabinet of the watch office, the manual was missing, he said.

Under questioning, Donoghue ad­mitted he did not ask any of the watch officers when they last saw the manual.

He testified that after the manual was published, a "machine readable" handbook on the satell­ite was circulated in the watch office. It, too, was classified top­secret.

In his questioning, Monico sug­gested that someone might have destroyed the watch office copy of the manual, thinking that the less-technical handbook replaced it. He noted that agency rules required that sensitive information be destroyed once its purpose has been served.

"I can't testify as to what might have been on someone else's mind," Donoghue said. But he added that the destruction rule would not have applied to the KH-9 manual because it was still current.

Later, Monico noted that at least 13 copies of the manual are missing and suggested that the copy Kampiles was accused of selling once its purpose has been served.

"Are you being honest in saying that someone else destroyed it?" the attorney asked.

"Yes, I did," Donoghue replied.

He said the trial was recessed until Monday.

---
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An equal opportunity employer M/F
Schmidt avows Germanguilt

COLOGNE, West Germany [AP]--Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, wearing a black skullcap, acknowledged a German "heritage of the guilty" in his 40th anniverary yesterday of the start of the Jewish Holocaust. As the chan-
celloe spoke, police said anti-
-Semitic slogans were smeared on 
walls in two northern German towns.

"The Fuehrer Bresl" said signs pasted by unknown persons on 
several fences in Flensburg.
"Jews out," "The lie of the gas 
chambers," "A dead Jew is a 
good Jew," read slogans sprayed 
on homes in Brechting, where 
signage signs also were smeared with swastikas.

Schmidt promised to listen to 
Jewish views in the debate over 
the statute of limitations for Nazi 
murders.

The deadline on initiating 
murder charges for war crimes 
expires Dec. 31, 1979, and that 
date is now the focus of a 
controversy over whether to lift the 
statute to permit trials to continue 
indefinately.

"We politicians and lawmakers 
will listen to what our Jewish 
citizens, our friends in Israel and 
what our neighbors in Europe will 
say," Schmidt said in a speech at 
Cologne synagogue honoring vic-
tims of the November 9, 1938 
pogrom against German Jews.

"Each of us prays that his 
conviction will act correctly in this 
question," the chancellor said.

The speech was nationally televised 
from the rebuilt synagogue burned 
by the Nazis 40 years ago.

This difficult question demands 
a decision in which important 
principles come into conflict with 
each other," Schmidt said, 
referring to those who believe 
Germany already has paid the price 
for the Nazi past and that further 
trials are useless.

The ceremony marked the anni-
versary of the burning of syna-
gagogues, burning of Jewish shops 
and arrests of thousands of Jews in 
a Nazi storm trooper rampage 
known as "Kristallnacht," or 
crystal night, because of the glass 
from shop windowsm littering city 
streets.

Ninety-one Jews were killed in the 
attacks which foreshadowed the 
atomic and parliamentary levels 
man said Israel is holding 
"dogpaly discussions" on diplo-
matic and parliametary levels 
with the West German government to 
eliminate the deadline.

Pat Paulsen 
to speak

Pat Paulsen will present a lecture on humor Sunday at 8 p.m. in Saint 
Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium.

Tickets cost $3 for general admission and $2 for students, faculty, staff, administration, and are available at 229 Moreau Hall today and at the door.

Business Administration 
receives $200,000 pledge 
by Betsy Spinelli

The international accounting 
firm of Deloitte Haskins and Sells has pledged $200,000 to the Col-
lege of Business Administration to 
be paid over a five-year period.

Joe L. V. Ryan, dean of the 
College, and Richard I. Fremgen, a 
partner in the Chicago office of the 
firm, announced the pledge early in 
October. So far, the money has not 
been earmarked for any specific 
purpose, but will benefit various 
college, particularly in the 
accounting department.

The pledge is the result of a 
system of matching gifts in which 
the firm agreed to match contrib-
tions made by partners, 20 of 
whom are Notre Dame alumni.

Deloitte Haskins and Sells has 
long supported academic research 
and teaching in accounting and 
and auditing and has recruited 
graduates of Notre Dame's 
accounting department for more 
than 40 years.

The firm's contribution was 
made in conjunction with the 
campaign for Notre Dame, a five-
year fund-raising drive which 
ended in the spring of 1977.

A goal of $30 million makes it 
the largest campaign in the Uni-
versity's history. Over $100 million 
has already been pledged to the 
University.

ND vs Tennessee 
Kegger Special 
at 
WAYNE'S OAK 
AIRP ARTY STORE 
WITH EACH KEG PURCHASED 
WE WILL SUPPLY AT 
NO CHARGE 

50 cups 
27lbs of ice 
tapper rental 
tub rental 

open 9 to midnight mon-sat 

call 684-4950 

STATELINE ROAD IN NILES ONE BLOCK EAST OF US 31 
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Carter signs energy-oil package

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Jimmy Carter, expressing "great personal satisfaction," signed a weakened version of his energy plan into law yesterday after an 18-month political struggle with Congress.

"We have acquitted ourselves well as a nation," Carter declared at a White House signing ceremony.

After placing his signature on several bills that comprise the energy package, the president flew to Kansas City, Mo., to address a Future Farmers of America convention and hold a news conference.

In the East Room, crowded with congressmen and other dignitaries, Carter said publicly what administration officials have been saying privately since the 95th Congress passed the compromise plan on Oct. 15: the plan is bound to change.

"As problems evolve we will ask Congress to modify the bill," the president said.

At his news conference later, he said the new law is only 65 percent of what he wanted since his plan would have saved an estimated four and one-half million barrels of oil a day by 1985.

"But I have not given up on my original proposal that there should be a constraint on the excessive consumption of oil and the excessive importation of oil," he said.

"How we go about that I don't know yet." He said passage of the plan was "one of the most difficult legislative tasks that Congress has ever undertaken - possibly in the history of the country."

The plan is much weaker than the proposal Carter submitted to Congress 18 months ago in what he called the "moral equivalent of war."

But he said it encompasses his three main principles: efficient use of energy, incentives to spur production of available energy supplies; and a shift to more abundant supplies of energy, such as coal and solar energy.

He said the energy plan will enable the United States to save two and one-half million barrels of oil per day by 1985.

The 95th Congress completed work on the energy package just before adjourning Oct. 15, giving Carter a big domestic victory even though many of his original proposals were deleted.

Jeffrey Jacob to play Canada concerts

Jeffrey Jacob, faculty member at Saint Mary's, will play concerts at the Goethe Institutes of Ottawa and Toronto on Nov. 12 and 13. He is the first American pianist to be invited to perform at these institutions.

A member of the Saint Mary's music faculty since 1977, Jacob received his bachelor of music degree from the Juilliard School, and is currently completing his doctor of musical arts degree at the Peabody Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University.

This summer Jacob studied at the Salzburg Mozarteum and presented a recital at the Salzburg International Music Festival.

Included stiff new taxes on gasoline, crude oil and industrial fuels. While the bill provides tax credits to consumers for various energy conservation steps, it also is expected to increase costs for national gas users. There is disagreement on how much.

Opponents of deregulating natural gas prices have claimed it will transfer $20 billion from consumers to producers over the next seven years. They say that could mean increases averaging $100 to $200 a year for typical families who heat with natural gas.

Deregulation supporters concede gas prices will increase, but say it will be closer to $20 a year for the average family.

Natural gas prices will be allowed to rise by about 10 percent annually until 1985 when price lids will be removed from most natural gas.

In the meantime, price controls will be extended for the first time to intrastate gas.

'Tied House' results in Pennsylvania

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - Control of Pennsylvania's 203-member House of Representatives may be decided by a lottery after Democrats and Republicans each won 101 seats and the pivotal race ended with each candidate getting 9,151 votes.

"It seemed almost impossible to buy or sell votes, but now it's a Republican challenger in the disputed 11th district, a largely rural area of south-central Pennsylvania. "It makes me feel very humble."

If a recount still shows a tie, Mood and incumbent Kenneth Cole - will pull a number out of a bag, with the winner being the man who picks the lowest number.

"It's the only remedy in the Election Code," said Lou Metz, director of the state election bureau.

But other political observers figure that the eventual outcome will be a greater challenge by both parties to control the crucial House.

"The possibility of this thing dragging on indefinitely leaves us in the position of having two minority parties in the House," House Majority Leader James Manderino said while sitting in the corridor, space usually reserved for the majority leader.

Asked if the Republicans would have to drag him from that office if the tie persists, Manderino smiled and said, "Passacaglia is nine measures of the law."

"The majority party, of course, has the obvious advantage of more political clout. But there are other minorities that accompany that designation."

The majority party controls the House's 21 committee chairs, the House speaker, who runs the House; controls the chief clerk's office and its hundreds of patronage jobs; and gains better office space.

As a result, both parties are throwing heavy artillery into gaining the pivotal House seat, which represents about 25,000 largely rural, conservative residents in Adams County in south-central Pennsylvania.

Since the Republicans won the governor's seat on Tuesday, there is even more incentive for them to want to control the House. The Democrats rule the Senate.
COLUMBUS, IN [AP] - Lewie Zaharako relishes the old days, when friendships and romances were nurtured over a shared ice cream soda at the neighborhood sweet shop.

To sustain that 1890's tradition, he and his brother, Manuel, have served a piece of the past to generations who have grown to believe that ice cream comes in 31 flavors and lemonade comes from a can.

"If a lot of people, it's like an institution," said the 61-year-old partner in Zaharako's Confectionery. "It brings a lot of memories. But going inside is like being another era, one more opulent and grand.

"It's all original," Lewie proudly said, "we had to clean the mahogany bar fitted with stained glass panels cover the walls behind the mahogany bar fitted with stained glass panels.

"I used to work on it, but it's too expensive to change. I don't mess with it," he said.

"This isn't restored," he said about the bar. "I used to do it myself. It's all original." He said.

The keystone of the operation is two Mexican onyx soda fountains purchased in 1905 from the St. Louis World Exposition. Behind them is a 30-foot marble and mahogany bar fitted with stained glass, mirrors and brass lamps to illuminate the menu. The fountain treats are served on a 40-foot copper kettle.

The Zaharakos have given them a reason at Christmas, when the confectionary is ablaze in lights and holiday ornaments.

"We have every inch of the place decorated. I used to do it myself. It's all original," Lewie said. "It brings a lot of memories. But going inside is like being another era, one more opulent and grand.

The confectionary is ablaze in lights and holiday ornaments.
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Betraying chances remain cloudy

INDIANAPOLIS [AP]—Despite approval by Madison County voters, the chances of pari-mutuel betting on horse races in central Indiana remain cloudy.

Even if a track is to be built, developers now say they might ignore Madison County voters and try to locate it in Indianapolis, which would delay further plans at least a year.

Tuesday’s voting left only one legal obstacle to pari-mutuel betting, said Brian Hutton, spokesman for Hoosier Horse Track Developers, Inc., the most prominent group wanting to build a track.

"Any further work will depend on the Supreme Court ruling."

The Madison County referendum defeated by more than a 2-1 margin in neighboring Hamilton County, where developers had hoped to build a track near the Indianapolis suburb of Carmel.

"Hamilton County was our real choice," said Michael Haase, spokesman for Hoosier Horse Track Developers, Inc., the most prominent group wanting to build a track.

"It’s over."

My Pulse is

Breaths are growing

farther apart...

My body is

fleeting from

this elevator.

And I am stuck

in this elevator—my

life is fleeting from

my body.

And I can hear

em... calling those

great row numbers in the sky.

Notre Dame Student Union and the Student Players present:

"You’re A Good Man, Charlie Brown!"

Nov. 9, 10, 11 at 8:00 pm.
Nov. 12 at 2 pm.
Washington Hall
Admission: $1.00

Haunted Bookshop

52081 U.S. 31 North
South Bend, Indiana 46637
Phone (219) 277-1067
Park free next door at Karl Weis Body Shop

"Shop now for Christmas. Get that special someone a special book from the Haunted Bookshop. Leather and fine bindings, illustrated, fine reading copies plus 3000 used paperbacks to choose from."

Haunted Bookshop

Buy, Sell, Trade

BOOK LOVERS WELCOME

PITCHERS ONLY $1.50

DRAFTS 2/$

PITCHEs only $1.50

DRAFTS 2/$

THE RAMROD

START THE WEEKEND
A LITTLE EARLIER WITH US!

Also pool table
Tie rock and country music on weekends
dance floor

Come on in—There’s no cover charge

The Ramrod
511 S. Michigan st.
(downtown)
open till 3am

289-4709
NOTICES
MORRISSEY & LAND FUND
Student bans $30-$150 per intent to
LaGrange, N.Y. 10540, 600 ft.
6-10 30-60
Yegi will be typing, neat and accurate.

Planning a wedding or dance? Music for
that special occasion. The Donata
Dancers provide memories you'll never
experience. Experienced typist will be typing
in over home. Call 272-1451.

ATTENTION Our Dame-Saint Mary's Campuses:
Our Dances need your help! We will be
temporarily handicap-disadvantaged and
disabled dancers. These dancers will need help
giving a sense of the thrill of a full dance
giver in the dining halls and in the
campuses. Donation: Send any drop
off tickets at Student Activities.

Easy students of Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Campus.
Inquire at ACE, Friday, November 10 10-10:30 a.m.
Write P.O. Box 206, Notre Dame, Ind.

Attendance All Logon Volunteers and
Interested Students.
All Logon Volunteers are needed to help take
Dance tickets from our biggest fans to the
stage. We will be in the gymnasium at 9:30 a.m.
You will start the day with a coffee and a
muffin, and will provide coffee to the 
your game. For more info call - Mike 7161 or
P.O. Box 462.

FOR RENT
Hours for rent, 79 Spring semester.
2 bedroom apartment in Kell.
8451 Wayne Ave.
320 spaces per utilize.

FOR BUY AND SELL
Lost: pair of gold NO-A
ruggery Saturday, please call
at 212-0542.

FOR SALE
Room key Friday night at Blues
Festival. Call 2125 and identify.

LOST
Pair of brown plastic frame
bassoon with better case.
Call Tim 2105.

LOST: Outside Lynne Arch - gold heart
shape, heart of heart San	
frame, near value. Call Shelly 7865.

LOST:IMG consisting in A
to 80 N, 41-4148.

LOST: One woman's watch found on Oct.
Must call John at 7711 to claim.

FOUND
South Campus Girls'
Campus Monday afternoon, call John
immediately.

A gold 1976 Cave Spring High
Tenn. Football tickets, and 2 12th row
Tenn. Basketball tickets.

LIFE AND DEATH
None of you come.
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**NHLers take on top ranked Gophers**

by Brian Begane

Enjoying its best start in six years, the Notre Dame hockey team faces what could be its biggest test of the season tonight and Saturday when it takes on WCHA preseason favorite Minnesota at the Williams Arena in Minneapolis. The Irish sport a 3-1-1 record heading into tonight’s game, trailing the Gophers by one point in the WCHA.

Minnesota returns experienced players at almost every position, giving coach Herb Brooks the most confidence he has ever had in a Gopher team. Add the speed of their forwards to the success of the Williams rink and you can see why nobody is counting Minnesota out. If Smith’s Gophers feel this series will be a big one as Smith feels, they will have great forwards and their speed will be hard to control on a rink as big as theirs.

They’ll never die...

by Frank Brown

AP Sports Writer

Pickets to answer questions
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